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Who discovered the America? The answer to that and many other historical data will be presented

in the pages of this book. This educational book is an excellent addition to your child's library of

educational materials. The presentation of information is highly engaging so a child learns through

experience. Make sure you grab a copy of this book today!
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I was surprised at how short the book was after I downloaded it. The print version is apparently

around 30 pages, but there are only 17 screens displayed in the e-version, including the cover and

title page. I think if it were displayed as a book, each page would actually be two pages.There are a

few issues with the e-book, as there often are with e-books. There are some grammar problems,

particularly with prepositions, and this incorrect usage made me wonder if perhaps the book was not

written by someone whose first language is English. There was nothing that changed the content or

meaning of the story, so it is still a good book for children. Additionally the e-book did not correctly

display quotation marks or apostrophes, and that could be a bit confusing. Fortunately there are few



of these.The book was very short, but easy for a child to read and the paintings and ink sketches

came through very clearly. I was pleasantly surprised at how nice the drawings are. The paintings

are also very nice with wonderful color. This is a brief overview of Christopher

ColumbusÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s life and explorations. I would have enjoyed more details and would

like to share more information than this with my grandson, but it is a good start and hopefully this

book will open a childÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s interest in the early explorers, which is such an interesting

period in world history and American history.Christopher Columbus & the Americas : 3rd Grade US

History Series: American History Encyclopedia (Children's Exploration History Books)Disclaimer: I

received this product for free or at a discount in exchange for my unbiased review. This review is my

opinion, and it reflects how the product is valued as useful to me. It is my honest opinion of the

product, not affected by any other persons or sources. Thank you for reading my review. Please

give it a thumbs up if it was helpful to you! :)

I read this book to my 3 and 5 year old kids and they partially enjoyed it. I say partially cause this

particular book is a little too early to read for them compared to other Baby Professor collection of

ebooks. They love Baby Professor. Very simple and straightforward. This one just requires to

understand time periods and the whole idea of discovery, my kids don't know the continents yet.I

shop extensively on  now for the past 2 years since I got prime.  Prime is Amazing since delivery

takes only two days and everyone should try it. This Ebook took a second to download on my

iPhone. Super fast. Plus, the shipping is always free with prime. Pretty addictive too I must say! :-)

What I also like is reading reviews. I rely heavily on reviews and many times don't purchase items

with bad reviews. And when I receive items I make sure to review them as well and even take

pictures when I have time. Not all the products I buy is of a great quality and i write everything I think

to let the seller and the customer know about imperfections.I bought this wonderful ebook for free in

exchange for my honest review. I like this ebook. I left a honest review as I think it would not be

good to let people spend their money for a crappy cheap ebook and waste money. I am enjoying my

gift to my kids and I am giving you my word that the product is of a great quality. Since I've been

reviewing a few products for a discount lately, I have come to realize that these new or smaller

sellers have some really great products! What they need are some honest reviews to make sure

you'll give them a chance. I think if you'll look around at the reviews while you're shopping. If you

need more info, feel free to post comments. Give it a try, I don't think you will regret! Plus, I think it

would be a good gift for your children. Thanks for reading and good luck! Yay, Columbus



Another example of a poorly written and edited book meant for children by Speedy Publishing. I did

notreally want my children to read yet another book from this publisher because of the issues

already stated.They read and write well and I do not want to encourage bad habits in their writing. I

can't believe that apublisher actually puts their name on books so badly written and edited. The

photos were ok, but not ofmuch interest to my younger children. The two older ones wanted to know

where the photos came from,but since they are not labeled or credited which they should be when

they are taken from other writingsI could not tell them. They did their own research on Google and

found the images and told me what textsthey came from. Most people know Columbus did not ever

set foot on American soil whether North orSouth American. His last voyage supposedly was to

Central America, but since so much of the otherinformation is not true; I doubt he set foot on their

soil either. He probably was on one of the Virgin Islandsand thought he made it wherever he wanted

to go. While I commend his courage in seeking new lands;I do not appreciate his way of colonizing

and raping the lands and people. He was not the first, just theone who got the west opened up to

colonization and exploration by Europeans. The Vikings were first toland in the new world and

colonize it. Columbus no more discovered America than Leif Erickson did. Theywere both close, but

that only counts in horse shoes and hand grenades. The book does not havemany facts and relies

on the stolen pictures. My kids were not interested.
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